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I tell you a little about my journey and 
the beginning of the Portuguese contem-
porary jewelery brand created by me, 
Joana de Sousa Henriques.
Training in Industrial Design and 15 
years of experience in POS and Stand 
design for the mass consumption 
market. Subsequently training in High 
Jewellery. JOANA Design Studio is a 
dream that gained wings.
Art, architecture, design, geometric 
shapes and nature are my biggest inspi-
ration. I like to add a little humor to the 
concept of the pieces. I intend to create 
jewelry pieces with a different, simple language that can be used in a diffe-
rent and fun way. They are adaptable to any type of look. All work is done in 
the workshop, by casting or by hand, according to the design of the part. 
Some drawings start with sketches and 3D and then produced in my 
workshop.
In September 2019 I won an honorable mention from Portojoia through the 
Collectiva Meeting'19 International Exhibition, which brings together a selec-
tion of contemporary jewelry artists from around the world. Then I also partici-
pated in October in the Artistar Jewels exhibition during Milano Jewelry 
Week 2019. 2020 ends with participation in Brazil Jewelry Week.

Starting 2021 with onboarding as a PIN member and KLIMT02 member. 
Romanian Jewelry Week 2021 - selected artist.

JOYA BARCELONA 2021 - selected artist.
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Jewelry can and should be sustainable.
I think we have to be relentless in this to have the least impact on our planet.
The manufacturing, presentation and packaging processes are designed ac-
cordingly. I use recycled or recyclable materials. We really have to think 
about the best for our planet and the future of the younger generations. It's 
something that's naturally part of my lifestyle, so I inevitably do and think that 
way for the business.
Zero waste is one of the goals.
Precious metals and stones have great advantages. Materials with an infinite 
shelf life. They last almost intact and the metals can always be transformed 
again and the stones used in new pieces.
They are always a good investment for the client.
In my collections you can see my intention to renew and innovate implemen-

ted. With models that have 2 or more ways to use. Make the most of the 
use of a part.
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PIXEL
Set Broken Frida Kahlo Pixel
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PIXEL
Ring PIXEL 280€

Bracelet Pixel

Necklace Pixel   520€

Earrings Pixel 380€
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EXCLUSIVE
SMILE CAMERA
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EXCLUSIVE
FIRST FAMILY PIXEL
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Frida Kahlo Pixel   1095€

EXCLUSIVE
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EXCLUSIVE
Monalisa Pixel 2960€ 
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Apple Man Pixel    1079€

David Bowie Pixel    1077€

EXCLUSIVE
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PIRAMIDE TIARA

ICARO

EXCLUSIVE
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JEWELLERY with LAPIS LAZULI

EXCLUSIVE
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ALLIANCE COLLECTION -  Earcuffs and bracelet

EXCLUSIVE
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To see more in:

www.joanadesignstudio.com

instagram - joana_designstudio

00351 911047387

Thank you so much!!
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